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POINT OF NO RETURN

https://www.pointonr.com https://www.essenceproductions.

com.au/

ESSENCE PRODUCTIONS

Point Puer Boys’ Prison is located on a peninsula next to Port Arthur
prison in Tasmania. Established in 1834, it was the first of its kind for

the British Empire and an experiment that aimed to rehabilitate
young offenders.  On opening, there were 68 boys aged from 10 –
20.  The boys were given some opportunities to learn a trade, read
and write.  But, this was sporadic and depended on the skills and

attitudes of the guards, many of whom were once prisoners at Port
Arthur. Living conditions were rough and punishments were often
brutal.  Point of No Return centres on a group of young convicts
transported to Point Puer.  The group face terrible hardship and

strive to find hope for a future beyond the horrors of prison life.  The
leader of the group cleverly protects his gangs and fights to keep
them together.  A new young convict arrives and challenges the

dynamics and relationships of the group. The prisoners are not the
only ones struggling to survive in this harsh Tasmanian prison, the

guards are also playing their own brutal game. 
A lost piece of history. Fascinating - Unforgettable 

WEBSITE LINKS
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PLAY SYNOPSIS

https://www.pointonr.com/
https://www.essenceproductions.com.au/
https://www.pointonr.com/
https://www.essenceproductions.com.au/


FACEBOOK

@essenceproductionsmelbourne

 

https://facebook.com/essenceProdu

ctionsmelbourne/

Essence Productions Melbourne

 

https://www.instagram.com/esse

nceproductionsmelbourne/

INSTAGRAM

@pointofnoreturnplay

 

https://www.facebook.com/pg/poi

ntofnoreturnplay

 

pointofnoreturntour

 

https://www.instagram.com/pointo

fnoreturntour/

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel
/UCG_PF-0mWQWh-LEgofQloFA

ALAINE BEEK: YOUTUBE

SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS

POINT OF NO RETURN

FACEBOOK INSTAGRAM
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P O I N T  O F  N O  R E T U R N

S A M P L E  P R E S S  R E L E A S E

Rehabilitation is not a new idea. As this
historically accurate play depicts and if
done well, it works.
The play is based on Point Puer, the
British Empire’s first attempt at
rehabilitation and separating boys from
men.      
Point of No Return is returning to the
stage in their upcoming <year> tour.

 
Based on the fascinating true story of
Australia’s first boys’ prison, Point of No
Return is a riveting, energetic new Australian
drama about a group of youths struggling to
survive in Tasmania’s Point Puer Boys'
Prison.

Point of No Return is:

Written and directed by Alaine

Beek, 

Performed by Will McDonald,

Alex Roe, William Farnsworth,

Jeremy Withers and Phil

Cameron-Smith. 

Sound design by Michael Withers.

THEATRICAL PLAY: POINT OF NO RETURN IS TOURING 

Life imitating art and history. 
Coming to the <Venue> and <Venue> stage this <Month> is the long awaited <year> tour of the play,
Point of No Return. They are returning to the stage in their upcoming <year> tour and it has never
been a more relevant time with the Victorian prison system being investigated and examined. The
play based on Point Puer, showcases the British Empire’s first attempt at rehabilitation and
separating boys from men. As The Age stated in a recent article “The proportion of people inside is
now on par with late 19th century colonial times” – not the number, the rate.   There are many
moments in the play, Point of No Return that show the violence and extremely harsh conditions,
prisoners faced in the 19th Century. The group of young men, depicted in the play, essentially
survive because they have an opportunity to ‘learn a trade’, they go on to become our first
colonists. 
Recently, Corrections Minister Ben Carroll, confirmed he was considering reworking the
Corrections Act to make rehabilitation of prisoners a core objective of imprisonment with the aim of
helping to ensure prisoners don’t reoffend and return to prison.  The increase in prison spending far
outstrips that of schools, hospitals and social housing.   The spending itself is not the issue, the
problem is how it’s being spent because it’s not working.  Point Puer was built and designed with a
sound premise in mind, ‘let’s see if teaching the boys a trade and helping them get work when they
get out will work.’ It did. It helped most of them. The Empire made a lot of mistakes along the way
back in 1832 but we should be getting better not worse. 
Have we learnt anything?  Rehabilitation is not a new idea.  And if done well, it works.
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Operating since 2003, Essence Productions is one of Melbourne’s longest running successful
independent theatre companies. With a residency at Werribee Park, their shows What Was That
and Down To Earth have been performed each weekend for the past 15 years and have been seen
by over 14,000 thrill-seeking theatre lovers. Headed by award-winning playwright and actor Alaine
Beek, Essence Productions is an ensemble of professional artists dedicated to creating and
producing original theatre through the discovery and exploration of real Australian stories.

###

Established in 1834, Point Puer Boys' Prison is located opposite Port Arthur Prison and was the
first of its kind for the British Empire; an experiment that aimed to rehabilitate young offenders.
On opening, there were 68 boys aged from 10 to 20 years old. The inmates were given the
opportunity to learn a trade, read, and write but this was sporadic and depended on the skills
and attitudes of the guards, many of who were once prisoners at Port Arthur. Living conditions
in the prison were rough and punishments were often brutal. Centering around a group of
young convicts, Point of No Return is a journey of boys becoming men, of youths desperately
seeking a place to belong. A powerful exploration of loyalty, betrayal, and gang mentality, this
important new work also explores rehabilitation versus punishment in the prison system.
Littered with struggle and hardship, Point of No Return is also a unique tale of hope, as many of
these boys left Point Puer to become Australia’s first colonists. Examining issues within a
system that are still under heavy scrutiny today, Point of No Return is a tale of the past with
relevant links to the future. Ongoing challenges and riots in our very own Melbourne Youth
Justice Centres highlight problems with our correctional facilities that are now over 180 years
old.

Touring Information (sample):
 
Albury Entertainment Centre – 525 Swift St, Albury NSW 2640
24th July 7.30pm 
https://alburyentertainmentcentre.com.au/whats-on/point-of-no-return Or call: 02 6043
5610
 
Griffith Regional Theatre – 1 Neville Pl, Griffith NSW 2680
26th July 11.00am & 7.30pm 
Bookings at: https://www.griffith.nsw.gov.au/cp_themes/theatre/page.asp?p=DOC-CRW-00-
38-03 Or call: 02 6962 8444
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Reviews
 

Alaine Beek’s play manages to be historically responsible, educative, psychologically
credible and entertaining to boot.    The Australian
 
Point of No Return is a naturalistic piece, an exceptionally well-made play, and Beek directs it
like a screenplay.     The Australian
 
All the actors are set challenges, none more stratospheric than the guard’s scene with his
mongrel dog. Phil Cameron-Smith’s performance has an eye-of-the-hurricane focus.        The
Australian.
 
Alex Roe was tremendous in the role of Bones, giving a compelling, grounded performance of a
complicated man.       Australian Arts Review
 
Phil Cameron-Smith gave a brilliant performance as Hawkins, a dark, percussive character
trying to survive as much as his charges are.      Australian Arts Review.
 
“The actors deliver highly convincing performances in which the depth of their bond and
affection is apparent. A play worth seeing.”        Antonia Kent, Pop Culture-y.com
 
A powerful story. A totally enjoyable and sometimes confronting performance, I loved every
moment.       Nigel Sutton, Director, NDS Productions
 
Every character’s journey through the drama is crafted with aplomb by Ms Beek to
create a compelling, moving and sometimes humorous story that is a triumph of
the human spirit.       Andrew Blackman, Director, Complete Works Theatre Company
 
The dialogue is heartfelt and funny, the tension palpable, and the onstage action
often surprising and fierce. Although the situation is outside most people’s direct experience,
the audience can easily identify with the characters and become totally engrossed in the world
that is being created before them. This is a truly beguiling piece of writing that also translates
effortlessly onto the stage.       David Tredinnick – Actor, Writer.
 
Everyone was blown away by the performance that was “Point of No Return’ . . . To the world
around them, these boys were unwanted, they were forgotten, and they were unimportant. But
for those 80 minutes, they mattered. They matter to us. They became our children, our brothers,
our
allies, who we worried about, who we cared for and who we long to save. That in itself is the
heart of this play- it serves as a reminder that no one is too hopeless to save. . . . It is through
Alaine’s courageous writing, and the incredible performances of this wonderful cast, these boys
and other boys like them, will matter.     Briellen Gibson, Head of Drama, Frankston High School.
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Reviews Continued

LINK FOR FURTHER
REVIEWS

https://www.pointonr.com/reviews

I took my Year 10 and Year 11 Drama classes to see Point of No Return in Griffith on 26th July for
the Schools performance. The students were absolutely in awe from when they first sat down
to the Q & A at the end of the performance. The fact of it being Verbatim resonated with the
students as we teach this style of theatre throughout Stage 5 & 6. The Q & A afterwards
including the writer/director was eye opening for the students especially in regard to a piece
‘never really being finished’. 
The actors were candid with the students and offered them sound advice about performing as
well as devising (it is always good for them to hear it from other voices instead of their teacher.
As a teacher I felt the whole event was worth about a month’s worth of teaching. 
I was extremely glad I bothered with the hassle of organizing an Excursion – truly worthwhile!
A fabulous piece of intimate theatre highlighting some very multi-talented performers (and
Writers).     Janice Drew - St Francis De Sales College Leeton
 
Sensational! Shocking and brilliant. Great theatre. Powerful, well-polished performance with
impeccable acting. Transcendence of stagecraft into actual belief which is extremely rare. I still
live in fear of Hawkins and weep for Ardy. Makes 'Lord of the Flies' seem like a sopish English
high tea. The thing is this: nothing has changed. There is no limit to the cruelty one human, given
power, will inflict upon another. Think refugees.
The brilliant scorpion sting in this play is the eventual transcendence of imprisonment where
they meet again in a bookshop and, I imagine, talk about the old days over a cup of tea. A
bookshop
also has a transcendent function being a source of entertainment, knowledge and
enlightenment. At the same time the archetypes of  prisoner and guard is dissolved into the
past. And…we are left with hope for the future. Classic storytelling.     Stephen Masters

https://www.pointonr.com/reviews


POSTER AND FLYER
TEMPLATES
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IMAGES
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LINK FOR FURTHER
IMAGES/HIGH RES

PRODUCTION SHOTS

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/2okheep84mdny1o/AADKCxwXlZnoEX2
mPucsLqN1a?dl=0
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